INTRODUCTION

4 Players
Ages 10+

BIDittle is a bidding and trick-taking card game
that uses a colorful game board to simplify the
bidding process. Not only is BIDittle a fun game,
it also introduces players to concepts used in the
classic game of Bridge. The name BIDittle
(pronounced bi-DID-el) was chosen for the game
because it brings together the words “bid” and “little” – it’s a little bidding Bridge game.
This instruction booklet describes the BIDittle game as played by 4 players divided
into 2 teams. The most enjoyable way to play BIDittle is to play the game with 4 players;
however, instructions on how to adapt the game for 2-3 players are located on the
www.bidittle.com website. Below is a summary of the game and the reversible game board.
The BIDittle game board is used to play the game of
BIDittle. Players are dealt seven cards per hand. Using a
simple bidding language based on high card points,
partners work together to bid on the number of tricks the
team intends to win and which trump suit (or notrump) the
game will be played. The game board corners include
bidding steps to help players bid more easily. Once the
final bid has been defined, the tricks are taken just like
they are played in the game of Bridge. The seven-card
hands are easy to hold and help make the game move
quickly.

The “bridge to Bridge” game board is used by new
Bridge players to help them bid more productively. It is
used as a teaching aid during a BIDittle-to-Bridge™
Workshop, a class designed for participants to start
learning, playing, and enjoying the game of Bridge. The
game board includes bidding guidelines based on
minimum / medium / maximum point ranges as defined
in the ACBL Bridge Series book, “Bidding in the
21stCentury”. The game board is used to keep track of
the bidding history, and it includes Bridge scoring
information. This booklet does not provide instructions
on how to play Bridge; however, many excellent
teachers, books, and tutorials are available.

